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Redecorating the home has turned into a preferred method over buying a totally new house and
moving.  Most people start with good intentions, but end up missing the mark after they get to the
end.  Paying a couple of details some attention and doing some planning can prevent this from
happening in the end.

The most important part of the house is the exterior since it is the first thing that any person sees
when arriving.  Brick houses can only really be cleaned up, but houses with paneling or wood can
be repainted very easily.  The two main aspects that need to be matched are the roof and the walls. 
Colors that contrast too intensely do not work on houses, and it is very important to choose right at
first to avoid an expensive mistake.  Plants and flowers may be used to further build on the color
scheme the home provides.

Doing each element of the interior is usually a bad idea, and as a result it is very important to plan
everything from the start.  Given that most of the house will have a single floor style, it is important
to match everything with it.  The kitchen and bathrooms are generally the places where numerous
wall colors and flooring are used.  One of the things to take into account is making sure the style
stays steady or that the differences are planned carefully to counteract disconnect of style.  Seeing
a pink wall next to a pink floor can work well, but making another close wall light orange will look
awful.

Hard floors usually collect a lot of dust if they replace carpeting.  Sweeping will be a habit for the first
couple of months to get rid of the dust that consistently collects.  Since this can be a concern that
goes on for a while, many people will want to consider getting their air ducts cleaned out by a
professional.  The air quality can be a major factor, since carpets retain dust more securely and it
does not get kicked up in the air easily.

A great approach to keeping the house looking new to both the inhabitants and guests is to cycle
out decorations every few months.  Incorporating a theme is a good idea, but it is important to add
several themes for a varying look.  Most flag display cases can be fantastic to display the country
that the individuals are originally from.  Mmilitary shadow boxes can be a great idea for changing out
decor regularly.  These boxes can be either hung on the wall or put on a surface without making an
area look too messy.
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Eric Blair - About Author:
InLine Ovals manufactures and distributes oval, round and rectangle picture frames, a military
shadow boxes, convex glass, a flag display cases, mirrors and many other related products. Our
products are available through many of the top designers, art and framing companies,
photographers, floral preservationists and others in related industries. Our frames can be found in
homes throughout the world as well as in galleries, museums, hotels, and restaurants, and have
been featured in magazines, movies, and television programs.
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